Abstract. Led optical design information integration and sharing service platform, provides resource sharing services for led optical design and provides for the industry, school, research institute and users with service and communication. It integrates two times optical design information, and uses the led optical design theme crawler algorithm which is put forward by us to collect data accurately and search led topic relevant web information.
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Background of the Research
According to the requirement of jiangmen economy and information bureau's project and jiangmen led industry development plan, the study uses the technologies of internet, web, database and web crawler to establish an Led optical design information sharing service platform system. It will contribute to improve led optical design technology, shorten led product design and manufacturing cycle, reduce production costs and improve the overall technological level and market competitiveness of Jiangmen led industry.
Data Information Integration Design
In the process of led optical design, a large number of important data will be generated. The system data information planning is as follows:
The first category: material database of the first time led optical design. The library includes chip  data table, scaffold material data table and packaging material data table. The chip data table  includes The second category: information database of the secondary led optical design. By the first time optical design, it produces a number of necessary design results, based on the results to realize the secondary optical design and to achieve the ultimate purpose of product design. Information database of the secondary led optical design contains a plurality of intermediate results data table,  the main data tables are listed below: led light source package data table, light cup data table,  reflective material data table, lens data table, circuit board data table. The third category: led optical design product information database. Secondary optical design produces led optical design products; led optical design product information database contains product number, name, product description, design documents, performance indicators, responsible person, date, production, images).
The fourth category: led optical design technology progress information database. By topic crawler search software, get the latest progress of led optical design technology information, and saved in the database. It contains information number, title, links page, source, priority, date.
System Function Design
The overall framework of led optical design information integration and sharing service platform is shown in Fig.1 . This system function contains six modules, contains register login module, design platform introduction module, service providing module, optical design module, led optical design progress information module, backstage management module.
LED Optical Design Focused Crawler Algorithm Design
To design led optical design theme crawler algorithm to achieve effective fetch and retrieval led optical design technology progress information.
Algorithm: the improved shark-search algorithm removes anchor text near the character factors, inherited his father's reservations relating to the similarity of nodes and anchor text relevance of these two factors, in order to improve the efficiency of its crawled pages. Calculation of the reliance of the sub-topic page is shown in Eq.1. potential_score(child_url)=γ*inherited_score(child_url)+(1-γ)*sim(q,anchor).
(
The coefficient of γ<1, here γ=0.5, δ=0.5. In Eq.1, potential_score(child_url) is sub-pages topic relevance. inherited_score(child_url) is topic relevance of sub-pages inherited from father page.
Inherited_score(child_url)= δ*sim(q,current_url),if sim(q,current_url>δ),
sim(q,anchor) is comparability between anchor text and led optical design topic vector q, anchor is anchor text. inherited_score(child_url) and sim(q,anchor) are calculated with the same original Shark-Search algorithm [1] . Calculate sub-page url thematic relevance score, then compare the correlation scores with the threshold value, if the correlation score is greater than or equal to the threshold value, put sub-page url into the url to be crawled list waiting to crawl, and vice versa, then discard the sub-page url. The description of led focused crawler algorithm (topic-first) is as follows.
Input: url list of father node fatherQueue; Output: led optical design topic-relative web pages sets led; while(fatherQueue not null ) { get an fatherURL from fatherQueue crawl pages of fatherURL and extract all the urls, put urls into URL list of child node sonQueue; while(sonQueue not null) { get a sonQueue url; //according to Eq.2, Eq.1, calculate ingerited_score and potential_score if(sonURL contains Topic -mark the word){ put sonURL into fatherQueue; } If(potential_score>=threshold value){ put sonURL into fatherQueue; } put pages of fatherQueue into led; }} return led;
Implement of LED Optical Design Focused Crawler Algorithm
Led optical design topic crawler algorithm implemented by Java open source web crawler system heritrix. Led optical design progress information is automatically collected, the titles and urls of the information are saved into database. This class is stored in extractorforled.java file.the main method is shown as belows. 
System Implement and Deployment
Asp.net is used to develop foreground and background system, Java is used to implement led optical design theme crawler system. A large number of controls, such as FileUpload, Repeater, AspNetPager, CKEditor, Heritrix, etc. are used. It also uses web services and ajax. The homepage is shown in Fig.2 . Users can visite it to get their needs. The system is deployed on wuyi university network center server clusters, access address is http: //202.192.240.10:88/. 
